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Production Operations Procedure: Data access issues
Date: 09/09/08
Author: Nick Brook (Roberto Santinelli provided CASTOR procedures)
Version: 1.3
Description: Check the status of a Grid file if there are issues with data
access. This is often indicated by a one of the following statuses:
1. Exceed max stager retry
2. Max reschedule reached
3. Input data resolution failed
Tools To Use: lcg-ls;dirac-dms-lfn-replicas;lcg-lr;dirac-dms-lfnaccessURL;dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL;lcg-gt;dirac-dms-pfn-metadata
Examples of the use of these tools are given on the following pages. In
each of the examples the commands indicate there are no issue with
the file under investigation. The first commands to try are those
described in items (3) and (4).
At the end of this document there are a set of specific commands to
help and try to debug issues with data on CERN CASTOR.
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Sometimes there will be issues associated with data access during a production job. It
is possible to make a set of preliminary checks on the problematic file using DIRAC
tools or lcg utils. (Note: Currently only lcg-ls (of the lcg utils) is usable in the DIRAC
environment.) Common access protocols used by LHCb are: rfio (at RAL), root (at
CERN and CNAF), gsidcap (at IN2P3, NL-T1, GridKa and PIC.) Often it is worth
wrapping the lcg commands with “time” to measure the response time; the DIRAC
commands usually have verbose reporting progress as they go on. In general DIRAC
jobs will be dealing with a logical file name (LFN) these can be found in the JDL of
the problematic job. The JDL is accessible through the DIRAC monitoring page. In
some scenarios you may see an error in the job’s standard output log the file here the
filename may be given as a physical file name, PFN.

A stager manages a disk cache in front of a tape system and is vital for the access to a
file since it can only be accessed when it is on disk. If the file is not on disk the stager
will recall the file from tape, which is an operation that can take several minutes up to
hours. The status of the file can be checked using the instructions in item (4).
LHCb access their files using the Storage Resource Manager, SRM, at the Tier-1
centres. To control the data pools used at the sites the data is associated with a space
token as given in the table below.
Type of data

SRM spacetoken

RAW

LHCb_RAW

RDST

LHCb_RDST

DST

LHCb_M-DST or LHCb_DST
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The following is a list of useful LCG and DIRAC commands:
1. Which versions of lcg util & GFAL are being used?
lcg-ls --version
Example:
(DIRAC3-Production)[~/DIRAC3]$ lcg-ls –version
lcg_util-1.6.13
GFAL-client-1.10.15
2.

What are the physical replicas of the logical file? Note the DIRAC command
also return the DIRAC SE name.
dirac-dms-lfn-replicas <LFN>
lcg-lr lfn:/grid/<LFN>
DIRAC example:
(DIRAC3-Production)[brook@lxplus253 ~/DIRAC3]$ dirac-dms-lfn-replicas
/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
2008-09-01 12:00:37 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-replicas/DiracAPI INFO: Replica Lookup
Time: 0.28 seconds
{'Failed': {},
'Successful': {'/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw':
{'CERN-RAW': 'srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw'}}}

LCG example:
~ > lcg-lr
lfn:/grid//lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw

3. Check whether a TURL (a format the local site can understand) can be
generated at the site for data access. If a TURL cannot be generated the job
will not be able to access the dataset. (Note the DIRAC tools report the
version of GFAL & lcg utils being used.) The DIRAC SE name can be found
following the procedure outlined above.
dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL <lfn> <SE>
dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL <pfn> <SE>
lcg-gt <pfn> <protocol> --st <space token>
LFN Example:
(DIRAC3-Production)[brook@lxplus253 ~/DIRAC3]$ dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL
/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw CERN-RAW
2008-09-01 11:08:10 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
ReplicaManager.getReplicaAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1
replicas.
2008-09-01 11:08:10 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
ReplicaManager.getReplicaAccessUrl: Resolving replicas for supplied LFNs.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
ReplicaManager.__getPhysicalFileAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1
files.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO: Using lcg_util from:
/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/lcg_util.py
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO: The version of
lcg_utils is 1.6.13
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO: Using gfalthr from:
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/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/gfalthr.py
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO: The version of gfalthr
is 1.10.15
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO: StorageElement.isValid:
Determining whether the StorageElement CERN-RAW is valid for use.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.isLocalSE: Determining whether CERN-RAW is a local SE.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Generating protocol PFNs for SRM2.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1 physical
files.
2008-09-01 11:08:11 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL ERROR:
SRM2Storage.__gfal_turlsfromsurls: Failed to perform gfal_turlsfromsurls:
[SE][StatusOfGetRequest] httpg://srm-lhcb.cern.ch:8443/srm/managerv2: Can not
handle specified protocol Unknown error 18446744073709551615
2008-09-01 11:08:12 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Generating protocol PFNs for RFIO.
2008-09-01 11:08:12 UTC dirac-dms-lfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1 physical
files.
{'Failed': {},
'Successful': {'/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw':
{'RFIO':
'castor://castorlhcb:9002/?svcClass=lhcbraw&castorVersion=2&path=/castor/cern.
ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw'}}}

PFN Example:
(DIRAC3-Production)[brook@lxplus253 ~/DIRAC3]$ dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL
srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw CERN-RAW
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
ReplicaManager.__getPhysicalFileAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1
files.
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO: Using lcg_util from:
/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/lcg_util.py
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO: The version of
lcg_utils is 1.6.13
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO: Using gfalthr from:
/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/gfalthr.py
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO: The version of gfalthr
is 1.10.15
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO: StorageElement.isValid:
Determining whether the StorageElement CERN-RAW is valid for use.
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.isLocalSE: Determining whether CERN-RAW is a local SE.
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Generating protocol PFNs for SRM2.
2008-09-01 11:04:28 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1 physical
files.
2008-09-01 11:04:29 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL ERROR:
SRM2Storage.__gfal_turlsfromsurls: Failed to perform gfal_turlsfromsurls:
[SE][StatusOfGetRequest] httpg://srm-lhcb.cern.ch:8443/srm/managerv2: Can not
handle specified protocol Unknown error 18446744073709551615
2008-09-01 11:04:29 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Generating protocol PFNs for RFIO.
2008-09-01 11:04:29 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-accessURL INFO:
StorageElement.getAccessUrl: Attempting to get access urls for 1 physical
files.
{'Failed': {},
'Successful': {'srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw': {'RFIO':
'castor://castorlhcb:9002/?svcClass=lhcbraw&castorVersion=2&path=/castor/cern.
ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw'}}}
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LCG utils
~ > lcg-gt srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw --st LHCb_RAW root
castor://castorlhcb.cern.ch:9002?svcClass=lhcbraw&castorVersion=2&path=/castor
/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
3903832
4.

What is the status of the file on the site? NEARLINE indicate a file is on an
active tape whilst ONLINE indicates that the file has been staged to the MSS
online cache. For data being accessed from an application the file should have
already been staged ie it should be ONLINE.
dirac-dms-pfn-metadata <PFN> <SE>
lcg-ls -l <PFN>
DIRAC Example:
(DIRAC3-Production)[brook@lxplus253 ~/DIRAC3]$ dirac-dms-pfn-metadata
srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw CERN-RAW
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO:
ReplicaManager.__getPhysicalFileMetadata: Attempting to get metadata for 1
files.
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO: Using lcg_util from:
/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/lcg_util.py
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO: The version of lcg_utils
is 1.6.13
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO: Using gfalthr from:
/afs/cern.ch/lhcb/software/DEV/DIRAC/DIRAC3_v0r4p0/Linux_x86_64_glibc2.3.4/lib/python2.4/site-packages/gfalthr.py
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO: The version of gfalthr
is 1.10.15
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO: StorageElement.isValid:
Determining whether the StorageElement CERN-RAW is valid for use.
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO:
StorageElement.isLocalSE: Determining whether CERN-RAW is a local SE.
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO:
StorageElement.getFileMetadata: Attempting to get metadata for 1 physical
files.
2008-09-01 12:11:54 UTC dirac-dms-pfn-metadata INFO:
StorageElement.getFileMetadata: No pfns generated for protocol RFIO.
{'Failed': {},
'Successful': {'srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw': {'Cached': 1,
'Directory': False,
'File': True,
'Migrated': 1,
'Permissions': 511,
'Size': 1511609407L}}}

LCG example
~ > lcg-ls -l srm://srmlhcb.cern.ch/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0
000069794.raw
-rwxrwxrwx
1
2
2 1511609407 ONLINE_AND_NEARLINE
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.ra
w
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Another useful page to look at that gives you the status of the SRM SE at each
of the Tier-1 sites is the SAM web page
https://lcg-sam.cern.ch:8443/sam/sam.py
Select the “SRMv2” from the left hand table and “lhcb” from the VO list and
the press “ShowSensor Tests” button as indicated below

The output page should look similar to this (but hopefully with all sites
passing!)
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Issues at CERN
It is often useful to retrieve more information by using local CASTOR clients for
debugging a given file. It is necessary to check if the following environmental
variables are set:
STAGE_HOST=castorlhcb.cern.ch
STAGE_SVCCLASS="*" (this will query all service classes available)
RFIO_USE_CASTOR_V2=YES

Frequent tape related problems
A relatively frequent and sometimes misleading CASTOR error that the user may see
is “Required tape segments are not all accessible”. This usually means that the file is
not on disk and the tape is currently inaccessible for some reason (see Item 2.)
However, the error can also be reported if the file is new and has not yet been
migrated to tape (or it is in a no-tape fileclass) and the diskserver where the file
resides is inaccessible.
If a tape is taking a long time to stage at CERN you can check whether a running or
queued request for that particular tape (see Item 2.) To check a file is migrated see
Item 1.

1. Listing files
nsls allows the CASTOR namespace to be browsed
> nsls -l
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
mrw-r--r-1 lhcbprod z5
1511609407 Aug 13 06:43
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw

where the “m” in the permissions indicates the file has been migrated to tape. (Note
this is nothing to do with the status of the cache in front of CASTOR.) The “-T”
option allows querying which tape the file resides on
~ > nsls -T
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
- 1
1 T16948
217 0012f788
1511609407 100
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw

in this example the tape identifer is “T16948.”

2. Querying the stager & other tape problems
The stager manages the CASTOR disk cache. Any RFIO or ROOT command will
block until the file is available on disk. For that reason it can be useful to know if the
file is on disk before trying to access it. The stager_qry command can be used to
query the stager for the status of a particular file or set of files
~ > stager_qry -M
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
Received 1 responses
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
222842508@castorns STAGED

Other states a file may go through if a stage request has only just been issued are
“SUBREQUEST_READY” or “STAGEIN.” Note that file may stay in “STAGEIN”
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status forever if tape queues are long or there are problems with the tapes. The
“NONE” status usually indicates the tpae queues are too long or there are problems
with tapes. The “NONE” status usually indicates the file resides in the CASTOR
namespace but not physically in the disk/tape system. The status “LOST” is
temporarily not available/readable from the tape.
Further debug information can be reported by setting the environment variable:
export STAGER_TRACE=3
~ > stager_qry -M
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
**** : trace level set to 3
stager: Looking up RH host - Using castorlhcb
stager: Looking up RH port - Using 9002
stager: Looking up service class - Using *
stager: stage_filequery type=0
param=/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
stager: Setting euid: 20988
stager: Setting egid: 1470
stager: Creating socket for castor callback - Using port 31959
stager: Sep 9 11:03:13 (1220950993) Sending request
stager: 48c63bd1-0000-1000-8d3f-a2dfbdc1b5db SND 0.03 s to send the request
stager: Waiting for callback from castor
stager: 48c63bd1-0000-1000-8d3f-a2dfbdc1b5db CBK 0.10 s before callback from
128.142.178.146 was received
Received 1 responses
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
222842508@castorns STAGED
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CASTOR provides managed storage, which means that it automatically manages the
tape and disk residence of files and all a user normally needs to know about is the
name of the file. However, hardware may fail or there might be other operational
problems causing CASTOR files to be inaccessible for long periods of time.
As mentioned earlier the VID of the tape a dataset is resident on can be found issuing
the nsls command with -T option. The status of a particular tape can be queried using
vmgrlisttape command
~ > nsls -T
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
- 1
1 T16948
217 0012f788
1511609407 100
/castor/cern.ch/grid/lhcb/data/CCRC08/RAW/LHCb/CCRC/29581/029581_0000069794.raw
~ > vmgrlisttape -V T16948
T16948

T16948 SL8500_1 500GC

aul lhcb_raw_new

0B 20080818 FULL

The last field shows the tape status:
•

' ' (blank): means that the tape is available for reading and writing (migration)

•

FULL or RDONLY: means that the tape is available for reading

•

BUSY: the tape is being written to

•

DISABLED, ARCHIVED and EXPORTED: tape not available for reading or
writing
There is no status showing that a tape is being read but the showqueues -x
command can be used to check all queued and running tape requests. The tape queues
are organised per device group (DGN), which is basically given by the tape library
(robot) and tape device capabilities (matching the device capabilities with the tape
media attributes, in particular the vendor/model and media density). It may be useful
to pipe the output to grep to search for the tape of interest.
If the tape request is not found in showqueues but the file stays in “STAGEIN” it may
help to clear the file with a stager_rm -M <castor filename> command
followed by a stager_get -M <castor filename>.

